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Automatically Analyzing Programs

As you know, debugging is an annoying and hard work.

Can we write code that, given a python function (e.g. as a string),
automatically decides if it is correct?

Very vague: what does correct even mean?

So let’s be more modest: can we write code that, given a python
function (e.g. as a string), automatically decides if would get stuck in
an infinite loop?

Even more modest: for a given input.
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An Infinite Loop

The following function ignores its input, x, prints all integers, starting
from 1, and then proudly returns ‘‘yes, we can!’’.

def loopy(x):

i=0

while True:

i=i+1

print(i)

return "yes , we can!"

>>> loopy("daniel")

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

# aborted manually

Alas, since the condition in the while is always True, the execution
is in an infinite loop. This execution thread was aborted manually.
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Contrast with a stopping loop

stoppy ignores its input, x, prints all integers in the finite range
starting from k=1 and ending at k=7. Upon leaving the loop, it
proudly prints "hello, world!".

def stoppy(x):

i=0

while i<7:

i=i+1

print(i)

return "hello , world!"

>>> stoppy("amiram")

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 ’hello , world!’
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Avoiding Infinite Loops
Infinite loops, or in general programs that do not halt, are one of the
nightmares of programmers when designing computer programs.

k=0

while True:

k=k+1

print(k)

For the two simple pieces of code above, it is easy to check and even
formally verify that indeed stoppy halts on every x, while loopy

enters an infinite loop on every x, and never halts. But for more
complicate and intricate programs, determining if a function halts on
a certain input is not so easy. Yet, how bad can this be? We will
carefully analyze the structure of the function and should be fine, no?

Idea: Computers are omnipotent, right? So how about writing a
computer program, Check Halting(f,x), which will do such
checking for us, and thus warn us about these mishaps before they
happen?
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The Halting Problem

(modified from a presentation by Sivan Toledo)
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Alan Mathison Turing:
The Halting Problem is Undecidable

(modified from a presentation by Sivan Toledo)
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Alan Mathison Turing:
The Halting Problem is Undecidable

Turing has shown that no computer program can check if a computer
code (say written in Python) will halt or enter an infinite loop.

This is a fundamental limitation of computers. Not just a limitation
of a specific programming language or computation power or
incompetence of today’s programmers.
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The Halting Problem is Undecidable: Proof

Suppose, towards a contradiction, that there is a program (a high
order function) Halt(f,x), which resolves halting problem. This
means that on inputs f (a function of one variable), and x (an input
to f), Halt(f,x) returns True if f halts on x, and False otherwise.

Furthermore, we assume that Halt(f,x) itself halts on every pair of
inputs f,x.

Note that if running f on x leads to an error (for whatever reason –
incorrect format, overflow, wrong type, etc., etc.) we consider this as
a halting of f on x.
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The Halting Problem is Undecidable: Proof, cont.

We now construct a new, modify, which employs Halt(f,x) in an
essential fashion.

The function modify gets as an input a function, f. This means that
modify itself is a higher order function. However, at this stage in the
course, we are neither scared nor impressed by higher order functions.

def modify(f):

if Halt(f,f): # f(f) halts

i=0

while True:

i=i+1

return "gidday , mate!"

else: # f(f) does not halt

return "yes , we can!"
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The Halting Problem is Undecidable: Proof, cont2

What will happen if we apply modify to itself, namely compute
modify(modify). Specifically, will it halt or not?
To make things clear, lets explicitly look at the code when we
substitute modify for the formal argument, f.

def modify(modify ):

if Halt(modify ,modify ): # modify(modify) halts

i=0

while True:

i=i+1

return "gidday , mate!"

else: # modify(modify) does not halt

return "yes , we can!"

If modify(modify) halts, then the condition in the if is satisfied, so
the execution enters an infinite loop.

If modify(modify) does not halts, then the condition in the if is not
satisfied, so the execution returns ”yes, we can!” and halts.
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The Halting Problem is Undecidable: Proof, Concluded

def modify(modify ):

if Halt(modify ,modify ): # modify(modify) halts

i=0

while True:

i=i+1

return "gidday , mate!"

else: # modify(modify) does not halt

return "yes , we can!"

If modify(modify) halts, then the condition in the if is satisfied, so
the execution enters an infinite loop.

If modify(modify) does not halts, then the condition in the if is not
satisfied, so the execution returns ”yes, we can!” and halts.

So modify(modify) halts if and only if modify(modify) does not
halt. Contradiction . ♠
(Contradiction to our only assumption: the existence of Halt(f,x),
which solves the halting problem.)
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A Poetic (Dr. Suess style) Description of the Proof

http://www.lel.ed.ac.uk/~gpullum/loopsnoop.html

And for the video:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=awjitzVU0Sk
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The Halting Problem is Undecidable: Reflections

The key idea in the proof is self reference – applying modify to itself.
You will see this idea in other contexts (or, at least, courses) as well.
Perhaps the two better known ones are:

Georg Cantor’s diagonalization technique, used to prove that the real
numbers are not enumerable (Georg Ferdinand Ludwig Philipp
Cantor, 1845–1918).

Kurt Gödel incompleteness theorem, showing that in any “rich
enough” and consistent mathematical axiomatic system, like Number
Theory, there are claims (theorems) that are not provable, nor is their
complement provable. Gödel developed a method to describe
(encode) claims by integers, so that it is possible to express in his
system a claim saying ‘‘I am not provable’’. (Kurt Friedrich
Gödel, 1906–1978)
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Reductions

Once we have established the existence of one undecidable problem,
we can reveal more, via the notion of reduction:

To prove that a problem P is undecidable, we assume by
contradiction the existence of a hypothetical algorithm A solving P,
and use it in an algorithm B solving the halting problem.

Example: Given as input a program P (and input X) and a line
number L, decide whether P is guaranteed to reach L.
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Static Analysis

Yet, a fascinating area of research is what still may be decided with
respect to the future behavior of programs. This is referred to as
static analysis.

Due to the undecidability results, solutions involve approximations
and abstractions, but are practically applicable to a variety of
problems.

Lots of interesting research is done and lots of goals are still left to
be achieved.
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